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Through a partnership with SWAY Medical, we are pleased to give you the ability to take concussion 

information reports from SWAY and copy that into the Athlete’s eFile records.  This is designed to 

take the most recent evaluation done with SWAY and put the report in the records in ATS  

Setting Up your Database to Interact with SWAY: 

There are settings that will need to be enabled and set up prior to you being able to gain access to 

the concussion information from SWAY. 

Step 1A: 

You need to ensure that the concussion module is enabled for your database. Go to the Admin Tab—> Site          

Information—> Modules. Then go to the General modules and ensure there is a check mark beside            

Concussion. 

The API Key will be unique for your organization/school 

and will ensure correct access to records. Please make 

sure to communicate with SWAY to get the correct API 

Key for your Organization. 

Obtain your API Key: 

Reach out to SWAY Medical to have them enable your ability to generate an API Key.  

To obtain your API Key, 1: log into the SWAY portal, 2: select organization tab on the left -hand side, 3: Click 

the API Key Tab on the top, 4: Select Generate Key. Enter that information into ATS. 

If you have multiple schools using SWAY skip to Step 

1C. As a single school/organization place the API Key 

in Site Info. To do that go to the Admin Tab—> Site 

Information—> Claims/EDI/Exchange and select     

Partner Page 2.  

Step 1B: 

SWAY for a Single Organization 
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Step 1C: 

This step is for organizations that have multiple schools/organizations utilizing SWAY. Again they will need to 

have contacted SWAY and have gotten their appropriate API Key and enter it in their Organization screen.  

Go to Admin—> Add/Update Teams & Organizations—> and either the Search Organizations or                   

All Organizations. 

Use the SWAY API Key area to enter each individual organization’s specific API 

Step 2: 

You will need to go to the Electronic doc maintenance dropdown menu and enable the “SWAY” elecdoc type.    

Go to Admin—> Maintenance—> Dropdown/Popup List—> Update Dropdown/Popup Lists, in the Popup     

Area, look for ElecDocType. This will come preloaded for your database from ATS, and you will simply need to 

put a check mark in the Active column. 
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Step 3: 

To ensure your staff has the ability to request on demand documents or update SWAY ID (if necessary) for 

the athlete, they will need access to the Concussion module in their user profile.  

Go to Admin-—> Users—>  Search Users (Active) or the Multi-User Update. They will need read/write access. 
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Step 4 Batch Process: 
You have the option with SWAY, to set up a batch import of their IDs/ and most recent test. Go to your Admin Tab and 

then select Site Info.  Once Site Info loads, select Opt(1) and then the Note/Batch Schedule option. 

Set up the days you want the sync to happen.  

This will process the sync, and pull in the   

athletes SWAY ID number for the first time, 

and then load the most recent evaluation that 

was done. 

We recommend each marking each day as 

sync, to ensure no missed evaluations. 

 

ATS again will only pull the most recent      

document. 

SWAY Import Specific Comments: 

In order for the nightly sync to pull in the information, the Athlete’s Name and Date of Birth will need 

to match in both SWAY and in ATS.  If the names do not match, the athlete record will not be        

imported.  

Example: James in ATS vs. Jimmy in SWAY, or Gregory in ATS vs Greg in SWAY their records 

would not get imported. 

The SWAY Sync affects only athletes that are ACTIVE in ATS. 

If they are archived, or not active on a team, their information 

will not be synced during the nightly process. 
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Step 4 Ctd: 

After you have completed steps 1,2,3 you will can manually enter the ID numbers for each athlete, should you 

choose to not doe the batch import. 

The SWAY Medical ID is located in the Concussion Tab on multiple screens in both he ATS Desktop as well 

as the ATS Staff Portal in the Other Tab. 
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When the form has been processed, you will get 

the completed message below and the PDF 

from SWAY automatically loaded into the      

Athlete’s eFiles area. 

Requesting the SWAY Report in ATS Desktop: 

Once you have completed the prior requirements, you will have the ability to “call for a report”. You will need 

to go to the athlete’s profile and click the  button in the Concussion tab or eFiles tab. This button 

will be available on varying screens. 
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While the report is processing you may see the    

circles on the screen while it processes, it could  

also be in the top of the browser. ONLY click the 

SWAY button 1 time.  When it is completed, there 

will be the Green alert at the top that confirms the 

SWAY doc was successfully added to the athlete. 

Requesting the SWAY Report in ATS Staff Portal: 

Once you have completed the prior requirements, you will have the ability to “call for a report”. You will need to 

go to the athlete’s profile and click the  button in the Concussion Tab. This button will be available 

on varying screens. The  button will also be available in the eFiles tab for the athlete.  
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Verifying Synced SWAY ID numbers: 

To verify that all of your athletes for your organization have had their SWAY ID synced, we have a 

dataminer that allows you to generate a spreadsheet of those athletes that are in your database, and 

have their ID numbers. 

To do this, you will need administrative rights, or at least partial admin right for the dataminer.  Go to 

Admin—> Dataminer.  Once that opens, select SWAY Athlete Info from the drop down.   

Select the info you would like to export into your excel sheet by placing a check mark in the box. 

More specifics on the data miner; please review the Data Miner help doc. 

Once the data is exported from excel, you will see a         

spreadsheet similar to the one shown; it will vary            

depending on your choices.  This will show you the 

SWAY id number that has been synced, as well as the 

date of last test; and any other info you selected. 

For more info on how to correct the issues with athletes and mismatched information please continue to page 10. 

https://www.athletictrainersystem.com/pdf_files/ATS_DataMiner.pdf
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Correcting Mismatched Information for Athletes: 

If you have athletes missing information, because of a incorrectly entered birthday, or a mismatched 

name or shortened first name. 

 

To accomplish this, you will need to visit your ATS Staff Portal. To do that, replace xxx with your    

database name, xxx3.atsusers.com  

 

From the Staff Portal, search for the athlete that you need to correct the ID for.  

When the athlete loads, select the   

Other Tab. This is where the SWAY ID 

will reside, along with other SWAY 

specific info. 

After you select the athlete who’s profile did not sync, 

select the Change Profile ID.   

The Red circle, shows you the information returned from SWAY.          

Anyone that matches the last name will be in this list 

The Green circle shows what information is in ATS for that Athlete 

When you find the athlete from the list you need to update, select them from the list, and select the Update SWAY info 

in ATS button.                         This will ignore first name differences and/or birthday differences and sync the 

SWAY ID. 
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SWAY Import List: 

This screen allows you the ability to see the entire list of Athletes that have had a PDF imported into 

ATS.  From this screen, it will give you the ability to link those PDFs to a specific injury.  

The screen above will open when you click the 

SWAY Import List.  It will show you any SWAY 

document that is imported but not linked to an 

injury.  The screen allows you to link those that 

are needed. 

Show All— Shows you all of the documents linked or not. 

Reset— Resets the screen to the default view. 

 

Camera— Shows the athlete picture, if there is one. 

Address card— Takes you to athlete details. 

Injury bag— Takes you to the injury, if highlighted. 

 

 

Link to Injury— lets you link the selected document 

to an injury from the list. 

View— Will let you view the document that is  

 highlighted 

 

To Excel— Will send the list on the screen to excel. 

Print— Prints the list. 

Select the PDF you want to Hook, then select 

the Link to Injury button. You will see the list of 

injuries for the athlete. Select from the list, the 

appropriate injury to link the document to. 


